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as progressive and also unilinear (in line with the telescoping version of 

Aristotle’s ladder, unfolding over evolutionary time): from fish to amphib-

ians, then to reptiles, birds, and mammals—culminating with the human 

brain, naturally, in an ascent from “lower” to “higher” intelligence, 

according to what supposedly was the order in which the different ver-

tebrate groups appeared on Earth. In the process of climbing up the lad-

der, Edinger reasoned, the brains of existing vertebrates retained structures 

of those which preceded them. Therefore, in the face of progressive evo-

lution, the comparison of the brain anatomy of existing species should 

reveal the origin of the more recent structures from older ones. The sup-

posed evidence of “past lives” in modern brain structures resonated with 

the law of recapitulation that had been formulated by German embryolo-

gist Ernst Haeckel in 1886 in the aphorism “Ontogeny recapitulates phy-

logeny” (that is, development recapitulates evolution): Haeckel claimed 

that the development of more recent (“advanced”) species passed through 

successive stages represented by adult forms of older (more “primitive”) 

species. Edinger extended to the adult brains of different species what 

Haeckel thought he saw in their embryos.

And so it was that, in the beginning of the twentieth century, and 

in line with the idea of progressive evolution from fish to amphibians, 

fish

fish

amphibians

amphibians

birds
birds

mammalsmammals reptiles

reptiles

Figure 1.1
Simplified version of nature’s ladder for vertebrate animals (left), and the same scale 

now stretched over evolutionary time as it became understood that life evolved, that 

is, changed over time (not drawn to scale). The merging lines (right) indicate that 

modern birds and mammals (aligned at the top) shared a common ancestor, and 

their common ancestor shared a common ancestor with modern reptiles, and their 

common ancestor shared a common ancestor with modern amphibians, and so on, 

back to the first life-form on the planet. This particular “genealogical tree” of verte-

brates is wrong, though; see figure 1.4.
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Humans Rule!  5

to reptiles, to birds, to mammals, and to humans in particular through 

gradual increases in complexity and size, Edinger suggested that each new 

vertebrate group in evolution acquired a more advanced cerebral subdivi-

sion, much as the Earth’s geological layers formed over time, one on top 

of the other (figure 1.2). The layering of those subdivisions was reminis-

cent of the main divisions of the human central nervous system (spi-

nal cord, medulla, pons, cerebellum, diencephalon, mesencephalon, and 

telencephalon), recognizable in all vertebrates. Fittingly, the telencepha-

lon—the top layer, and therefore supposedly the most recent—is the one 

that differs the most in size across species, and stands out very clearly in 

the human brain, where it accounts for almost 85 percent of all brain 

mass (figure 1.3).

Edinger proposed, in 1908, that the preeminence of the telencepha-

lon in mammals, and particularly in humans among all mammals, was 

a sign of the human evolutionary status as the “highest” among ani-

mals. He held that the telencephalon itself had also evolved progressively, 

through the addition of layers: an ancestral part of the telencephalon 

(the striatum) controlled instinctive behavior, and had been followed by 

the addition of a newer brain (the pallium or cortex), which controlled 

learned and intelligent behavior—and that part was the most developed 

fish spinal cord

amphibian medulla

reptile
pons

bird
midbrain

diencephalon

telencephalonmammal

cerebellum

Figure 1.2
In Edinger’s view, just as mammals would have evolved by progressing past a bird-

like stage, and birds in turn would have progressed past a reptile-like stage, the brain 

of each vertebrate group would have acquired new structures on top of those in 

preexisting species (left). The resultant layering of structures was reminiscent of the 

sequence of structures along the vertebrate brain and spinal cord (right), from top 

(telencephalon) to bottom (spinal cord).
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6  Chapter 1

in humans.2 As it went, the primordial telencephalon of fishes had a 

small cortex and a larger striatum to which another level of striatum and  

cortex was added in reptiles. Birds would have evolved a hypertrophied 

striatum, but not any further pallial regions; in contrast, mammals were 

thought to have evolved the latest and greatest achievement, on top of 

the primitive cortices—the neocortex. This view was to become dominant 

in neuroscience, codified in an important comparative neuroanatomy 

text in 1936.3

The (mistaken) idea that the neocortex was a recent mammalian inven-

tion layered on top of older structures gained currency enough to reach 

the twenty-first century when neuroanatomist Paul MacLean proposed  

in 1964 his view of a “triune brain,” which consisted of a reptilian com-

plex (from the medulla to the basal ganglia), to which had been added a 

“paleomammalian complex” (the limbic system), and later a “neomam-

malian complex”—the neocortex.4 The intuitive (but incorrect) equation 

of evolution with progress, along with the alluring notion of a primitive, 

reptilian brain supposedly incapable of anything as complex as a mam-

malian neocortex could achieve, attracted much attention from the media 

when it was featured, in 1977, in Carl Sagan’s popular book The Dragons 

of Eden.5

The triune brain is only a fantasy, however. As more and more fossils of 

sauropsids (the proper name for dinosaurs) were uncovered, some of them 

feathered, it became clear that modern lizards, crocodiles, and birds are 

close cousins, all now considered reptiles (birds included), whereas modern 

telencephalon

cerebral cortex

striatum

cerebral cortex

striatum

Figure 1.3
Although the human brain has the same subdivisions as all vertebrate brains, the hu-

man telencephalon (cerebral cortex + striatum) is several times larger than all other 

brain structures together.
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Humans Rule!  7

mammals arose separately, and very early on, from a sister group at the 

very beginnings of amniote life6 (figure 1.4). Mammals were therefore 

never reptiles or birds back in evolutionary time; the brain of mammals 

is at least as old as the brain of birds and other reptiles, if not older—

it just evolved along a different evolutionary path. Indeed, modern neu-

roanatomical studies showed that the “striatum” of birds* has the same 

organization and function as the cortex of mammals: they are simply two 

different layouts for a structure that works in very much the same way.7 

And if mammals did not descend from reptile-like beings, they could not 

have a brain that was built by adding layers on top of that reptilian-like 

brain. Comparing the mammalian to the reptile brain and presuming one 

to have layered new structures on top of the other’s is just as preposter-

ous as looking at two living human cousins and expecting one of them to 

have given birth to the other. Still, the notion of an ancestral “reptilian” 

brain has been hard to shake off, and many good neuroscientists, without 

amphibians mammals

therapsids

amniotes

turtles crocodiles birdslizards, snakes

tetrapods

sauropsids

fish amphibians birds mammalsreptiles

Figure 1.4
Modern rendition of fact-based evolutionary relationships among tetrapod verte-

brates (right), in contrast to the initial view based on the stretching of nature’s ladder 

over evolutionary time (left). Mammals (the modern therapsids) and reptiles (the 

modern sauropsids, which include birds) are sister groups. Mammals could therefore 

never have descended from reptiles.

*To avoid confusion with the proper striatum, or basal ganglia, the bird “striatum” 

was for a while called the dorsal ventricular ridge, but is now called the “pallium” 

(meaning “mantle”), similar in function to parts of the mammalian cerebral  

cortex.
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Humans Rule!  9

Figure 1.5
Larger animals usually have larger brains: a rat brain, at 2 grams (about 1/14 ounce), 

is much smaller than a capybara brain (75 grams; about 3 ounces), which is smaller 

than a gorilla brain (about 500 grams or 1.l pounds), which in turn is much smaller 

than an elephant brain (4,000–5,000 grams or 9–11 pounds). However, the relative 

size of the brain, that is, the fraction of body mass that it occupies, is smaller in larger 

animals, which becomes evident when these animals are drawn as if they had the 

same body size (lower row).

when Swiss naturalist Albrecht von Haller proposed what became known 

as “Haller’s rule”: that larger animal species have larger brains—although, 

as larger brains appear, these become smaller relative to body size10 

(figure 1.5).

The relatively smaller brain of larger animals is an example of allome-

tric growth, or “allometry”—as opposed to isometric growth, which would 

happen if larger animals had proportionately larger brains as a constant 
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10  Chapter 1

fraction of body mass. The field of allometry, the study of how body shape 

and the proportion of body parts vary depending on body size, can be 

traced in spirit back to Galileo Galilei in the seventeenth century. Galileo 

recognized that the bodies of larger animals (and their bones, in particu-

lar) could not be proportionately (isometrically) scaled-up versions of the 

bodies of smaller animals, or they would simply collapse under their own 

weight—much like what we intuitively acknowledge that should happen to 

Salvador Dali’s elephants on spindly legs.

The term “allometry,” however, was only coined in 1891 by German 

physician Otto Snell,11 and later elaborated upon by Julian Huxley, a British 

biologist who gave mathematical treatment to the relationships between 

body size and shape depicted famously in the beautiful drawings of D’Arcy 

Wentworth Thompson in his 1917 book On Growth and Form. Huxley 

observed that allometric relationships always took the form of power laws, 

where one parameter varies in proportion to a second parameter raised to 

a certain exponent, rather than multiplied by a constant, as in linear rela-

tionships (figure 1.6). That the mass of body parts always relates to body 

mass according to power laws of the form Y = bXa is today well understood: 

the power law is the only function that defines a scale-invariant relationship 

between X (for example, body mass) and Y (mass of body part, e.g., brain). 

In the case of mammals, scale invariance describes how mammalian bodies 

vary in mass by eight orders of magnitude (that is, by a factor of about 100 

million) while maintaining a recognizable common overall architecture. 

Y = aX + b log Y = log b + a (log X)Y = bX
a

Figure 1.6
Linear function plotted on a linear scale (left), power function (where the allometric 

exponent a > 1) plotted on a linear scale (center), and relationship between log-trans-

formed values plotted on a linear scale (right), which turns the power function into 

a linear function, much easier to calculate in the days before digital computers. In 

allometric functions, X is body mass, and Y is typically the mass, volume, or surface 

area of a body part.
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Humans Rule!  11

In practice, this means that a mammal is always easily recognized as a 

mammal, regardless of its size. This fact implies that there must be general 

quantitative biological rules, or scale-invariant laws, relating the various 

body parts that remain valid over the entire range of brain sizes—and the 

application of these laws in nature, as bodies are built, is evidenced in the 

allometric relationships described by Huxley.

The allometry of a body part, such as the brain, describes how that part 

scales (varies in size with respect to surface, mass, or volume) as the body 

scales in mass,† and can be described by the allometric exponent of the 

relationship to body mass. As illustrated in figure 1.7, allometric exponents 

of 1.0 turn power laws into linear functions, and therefore imply that that 

part of the body scales isometrically (proportionately) with the body as a 

whole, as happens with the volume of circulating blood, which is always a 

fixed proportion of body volume. Exponents larger than 1 indicate that a 

body part grows faster than the body as a whole, which is the case of bones, 

as predicted by Galileo. And allometric exponents smaller than 1 but still 

larger than 0 indicate that a given body part grows with the body, but at a 

slower pace, lagging behind it such that its proportionate mass is smaller in 

larger animals. This is the case of the brain.

Figure 1.7
Power laws when plotted directly on a linear scale (left) and when plotted as the 

log-transformed values of X and Y on a linear scale (right), depending on the 

allometric exponent a of the function. When a >1, Y increases faster than X (body 

mass), as with bone mass; when a = 1, Y increases proportionately to X, as with blood 

volume; and when 0 < a < 1, Y still increases with X, but more slowly, as with brain 

mass.

log Y = log b + a (log X)Y = bX
a

a = 1
a = 1

a > 1

a > 1
0 < a < 1

0 < a < 1

†Mass (in g) and volume (in cc, or cm3) are mostly interchangeable measures of 

three-dimensional size, proportional to one another by a factor of 1.036, given that 

animal bodies are mostly composed of water.
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12  Chapter 1

The recognition by North American neuropathologist Gerhardt von 

Bonin in 1937 that the relationship between brain mass and body mass 

across many different species could be described by power laws with a 

given allometric exponent allowed a new concept to emerge: that of brain 

enlargement relative to the size expected for a given body mass. The reason 

is that the existence of an allometric relationship for brain mass, defining a 

power law that describes how large mammalian brains are inside bodies of 

a certain mass, allowed the prediction of the size of the brain that a generic 

mammalian species “should” have for its body mass. That prediction could 

then be compared to the actual brain mass of each species (figure 1.8).

Such comparisons between what the mass of a brain structure “should” 

have been and what it actually was for a given body mass were made in 

1969 by Heinz Stephan and Orlando Andy, working in what had been 

Ludwig Edinger’s laboratory in Frankfurt, Germany. Stephan and Andy 

assumed (wrongly, but that much would only be established some forty 

years later) that primates, and most if not all modern placental mammals, 

had their evolutionary origin in insectivore-like animals like moles and 

Body mass

B
ra
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s

Figure 1.8
Plotted line is the allometric function brain mass = b × body massa, calculated for the 

data points shown, where each point represents one mammalian species. The line 

illustrates the predicted brain mass for an animal of any given body mass; knowing 

that body mass allows one to predict, by simply applying the formula, how large 

the brain of that animal should be. Occasionally, however, a species (filled circle) is 

found to have a much smaller brain, and another (filled square) is found to have a 

much larger brain, than it “should.” Of course, whether a species with a larger-than-

expected brain has a brain too large for its body or a body too small for its brain is a 

whole other issue.
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Brain Soup  29

sudden, and complete annihilation of a human brain bothered me. But I 

finally convinced myself that, ultimately, dissolving a brain would not be 

so different from cutting a brain into tens of thousands of minuscule pieces, 

which is what anatomists routinely have to do to be able to visualize single 

brain cells under the microscope. The difference was that, instead of cutting 

the brain into tiny pieces, I would dissolve it into even smaller pieces: the 

cell nuclei themselves. Besides, the final protocol did not involve anything 

violent like throwing pieces of brain into a blender. It was much more of 

a kitchen recipe, complete with slicing, dicing, and crushing bits of tissue 

into mush.

My initial attempts did involve a small blender, though. Collecting cell 

nuclei is standard practice in biochemistry, so I started testing borrowed 

protocols that involved deep-freezing rat brains in liquid nitrogen to crack 

the cell membranes and then tossing the rock-hard tissue in a hand-held 

kitchen blender. The result should have been easy enough to foresee: bits 

and pieces of frozen rat brain hurled all over the lab, of course. Turning 

brains into soup to estimate numbers of brain cells would only work if I 

could collect every last nucleus from each brain. Having bits of frozen brain 

randomly fly out of the soup, even if only into the blender lid, was obvi-

ously not acceptable.

Dissolving lightly fixed tissue in a hand-held glass homogenizer  

(figure 2.1) proved much more promising. Fixation in paraformalde-

hyde cross-links protein molecules in the tissue and renders it hard 

and mechanically stable. Because the nuclear membrane is highly pro-

tein rich, it becomes very well fixed and resistant to mechanical stress. 

Figure 2.1

Glass tissue grinder, used like a cylindrical mortar and pestle to homogenize brain 

tissue.
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36  Chapter 3

We were in luck: the largest rodent was in South America—the capybara 

(Hydrochoerus hydrochoeris, for “water hog”; figure 3.1), a German shepherd–

sized, square-faced, tailless brown furry mass that bears no obvious resem-

blance to rats and other rodents beyond the telltale huge incisor teeth. 

They are gregarious animals who wade in the margins of freshwater lakes 

and rivers in the Amazon basin and who hide underwater, nostrils alone 

above the surface, whenever large cats and snakes, their predators, appear. 

Luckily, too, capybaras were far from being an endangered species; they 

were considered food that was not only fit for human consumption but 

also tasty, at least in the northwestern parts of Brazil. Capybaras had been 

sighted in the lagoons of Rio de Janeiro, and they were becoming a plague 

in Campinas, not far away, in the state of São Paulo. That said, getting per-

mission to trap and kill one was shaping up to be a bureaucratic nightmare. 

Besides, the Carioca capybaras had become dear to the general public, who 

celebrated their every sighting, and I had no intention of being the one to 

spoil the party. If I was going to be in the business of studying brain diver-

sity for a while, I didn’t want the bad press.

Just as I was starting to look for capybara farms that supplied restau-

rants in the Northwest, Roberto Lent, my collaborator, received news from 

Cristóvão Picanço-Diniz, a colleague at the Federal University in Belém do 

Figure 3.1
Capybara (Hydrochoerus hydrochoerus), the largest rodent species (left), and agouti 

(Dasyprocta primnolopha), the fourth-largest rodent species (right).
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48  Chapter 4

In 2007, we had enough data from six species of rodents and six species 

of primates (figure 4.1) to put that hypothesis to the test.† We knew for  

the first time that, for example, the brain of the rat had, on average, 189 

million neurons; the agouti brain, 795 million neurons; and the much 

larger capybara brain, 1.6 billion neurons.1 Across primates, working with 

Jon Kaas, we found, in contrast, 636 million neurons in the marmoset 

brain, 3.7 billion neurons in the capuchin monkey brain, and 6.4 billion 

neurons in the rhesus monkey brain.2 These simple numbers already show 

that midsized primates had many more neurons than even the largest 

rodent species—but sizes, and appearances, can be deceiving. This is where 

mathematical analyses and statistics become fundamental: so that we need 

not rely on appearances.

A simple, linear plot of brain mass as a function of the number of neu-

rons in the brain of each of these first rodent and primate species (figure 

4.2) shows that, overall, the more the neurons a brain has, the larger that 

brain is: larger brains do tend to have more neurons. But at this point, the 

question remained: did all brains become larger by the same amount as 

they gained neurons?

In the linear plot in figure 4.2, it is difficult to distinguish among the 

smallest rodent and primate species, which appear bunched up at the bot-

tom left corner. It appears that a single relationship applies to all these 

species—except to the capybara, which stands out to the left of the larger 

189 M 1.6 B795 M

636 M 3.7 B 6.4 B

Figure 4.1
Rat, marmoset, agouti, owl monkey, rhesus monkey and capybara lined up by brain 

mass. The two monkey species have more neurons than the capybara, despite their 

smaller brains. Numbers of neurons are indicated (M, million; B, billion).

†A list of species, brain mass and number of neurons in our dataset is found in the 

appendix. The complete dataset is provided in Herculano-Houzel, Catania, Manger, 

and Kaas, 2015, and is also available at www.suzanaherculanohouzel.com/lab.
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Not All Brains Are Made the Same  49

primates as if it were an outlier, with an exceptionally made brain, too 

large for its number of neurons. Any appearance of ambiguity can be dis-

pelled, however, by making the plot double-log (log-log; figure 4.3), that 

is, by using a log scale on both horizontal and vertical axes. As shown in 

chapter 1, this is a standard maneuver in quantitative biology that makes 

the smallest values appear more separated, as the log-log scales turn into a 

straight line a power law that appears in a linear scale as a rapidly upward-

sloping curve. The result is equivalent to plotting log values in a linear 

scale, with the advantage that the graph shows the nontransformed values 

directly.‡

Figure 4.2
Linear plot shows what could still be a single relationship between brain mass and 

the number of neurons in the brain across rodents (circles) and primates (triangles), 

making the capybara appear to be an outlier.
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‡The standard way of using power laws in studies of allometry is to use body mass as 

the independent variable, or X. Similarly, the tradition in studies of how brain mor-

phology varies with brain mass is to use the brain mass as X on the graphs. But be-

cause brain mass can only be a result of the number of neurons and their average 

size, defined by a set of mechanisms in development, I decided that the logical thing 

to do was to always plot brain mass as the dependent variable (the consequence of 

number of neurons), that is, as Y.
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50  Chapter 4

The double-log graph in figure 4.3 suggests that rodents and primates 

are actually clustered along two separate lines—and that the capybara is, 

in fact, no outlier, at least not when it is compared to other rodents. As 

pointed out in chapter 1, data points forming a line in a double-log graph 

are indicative of a power law relationship of the kind where Y (vertical 

axis), instead of varying proportionately with X (horizontal axis) multi-

plied by a given constant number, varies with X raised to a constant 

power (a). Power laws are thus written as Y ~ Xa, in contrast to linear 

functions, where Y ~ cX. In a way, a linear function is a special case of a 

power law with the allometric exponent a = +1, that is, where Y increases 

only linearly with X. But as soon as the exponent a becomes significantly 

larger than 1, Y begins to increase faster than X. For example, when Y 

is brain mass, X is the number of brain neurons, and the power law 

Figure 4.3
Double-log plot shows that different relationships exist between brain mass and the 

number of neurons in the brain for rodents (circles) and primates (triangles). The 

lines indicate the power laws that best describe the variation in brain mass as func-

tions of numbers of neurons in the brain of rodents and primates, separately, with 

exponents of +1.6 in rodents and +1.0 in primates. Now the capybara no longer 

appears to be an outlier: it has the brain mass predicted for a rodent brain with its 

number of neurons.
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Not All Brains Are Made the Same  53

a much larger number of neurons fits into a cerebral cortex of similar size 

to that of a rodent—which is a major asset when volume is at a premium, 

as we’ll see later in this chapter.

The primate advantage is also seen in the cerebellum, which also turned 

out to have different neuronal scaling rules across rodents and primates. 

The cerebellum gains mass across rodent species according to a power law 

for its number of neurons with an allometric exponent of +1.3 (figure 4.5); 

across primates, however, the exponent is +1.0, and the scaling therefore 

linear. This means that the cerebellum scales differently between rodents 

and primates, with rodent cerebellums becoming larger faster than primate 

cerebellums as both gain similar numbers of neurons. As a result, more 

neurons fit in the cerebellum of a primate than in a rodent cerebellum of 

similar size. For example, the cerebellum of the capybara (6.6 grams) has 1.2 

billion neurons, whereas the slightly smaller cerebellum of the bonnet 
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Figure 4.4
The cerebral cortex scales differently in mass between rodents (circles) and primates 

(triangles) as it gains neurons. The lines indicate the power laws that best describe 

the variation in cortical mass as functions of numbers of neurons in the cerebral 

cortex of rodents (exponent, +1.7) and primates (exponent, +1.0), separately. The 

larger the cerebral cortex, the larger the discrepancy in number of neurons found in 

primate and rodent species, with more and more neurons in primate than in rodent 

cortices.
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54  Chapter 4

monkey (5.7 grams) has 2.0 billion neurons, that is, almost twice as many 

neurons.

In contrast, the other brain structures, which we called the “rest of brain” 

and processed together as one lump of tissue, did not at first appear to scale 

so differently across rodents and primates. As seen in figure 4.6, this ensem-

ble of brainstem, diencephalon, and striatum (all subcortical structures 

lumped together) gains mass across rodent species as its number of neurons 

increases according to a power law with an allometric exponent of +1.6, 

which is nominally different from the exponent +1.1 for the power law 

relating rest of brain mass to number of neurons across primates, but shows 

great overlap across the two groups. In contrast to the tidy alignment of 

data points for the cortex or cerebellum within rodents or primates, there is 

a much wider spread of the species around the fitted functions for the rest 

of brain, possibly because of the hodgepodge of different brain structures 

Figure 4.5
The cerebellum also scales differently in mass between rodents (circles) and pri-

mates (triangles) as it gains neurons. The lines indicate the power laws that best 

describe the variation in cerebellar mass as functions of numbers of neurons in 

the brain of rodents (exponent, +1.3) and primates (exponent, +1.0), separately. 

The larger the cerebellum, the larger the discrepancy in number of neurons found  

in primate and rodent species, with more and more neurons in primate than in  

rodent cerebellums.
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Not All Brains Are Made the Same  55

thrown into the same pot. Several primate species here fall on the function 

line plotted for rodents, and vice versa, as seen in the mixing of circles and 

triangles in figure 4.6. For instance, the rest of brain of the agouti weighs 

6.0 grams and has 49 million neurons, not very different from the rest of 

brain of the bonnet monkey, which weighs 7.4 grams and has 61 million 

neurons. Scaling rules for the rest of brain, therefore, did not at first appear 

to be systematically different between rodents and primates. As we ana-

lyzed more species, however, it became clear that the primate advantage 

also applies to how its “rest of brain” is put together, as we’ll see later. But 

for now, let’s stick to what the primate advantage means for how its cerebral 

cortex and cerebellum scale as they gain neurons.

The different neuronal scaling rules for cerebral cortex and cerebellum 

across rodents and primates have very interesting implications in terms of 

the evolution of brain diversity. For the first time, we could suggest that 

Figure 4.6
The rest of brain, in contrast to the cerebral cortex and cerebellum, initially  

appeared to scale fairly similarly in mass between rodents (circles) and primates 

(triangles) as it gains neurons. The lines indicate the power laws that best describe 

the variation in rest of brain mass as functions of numbers of neurons in the brain 

of rodents (exponent, +1.6) and primates (exponent, +1.1), separately. Although 

the exponents are nominally different, there is significant overlap between rodents 

and primates.
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Figure 4.7
Consensus tree of the genealogical or evolutionary relationships among living mammalian species (dates are in millions of years ago). 

Rodents and primates are different branches of the same group, Euarchontoglires—and yet, different neuronal scaling rules apply to their 

cerebral cortex and cerebellum. Figure taken, with permission, from Herculano-Houzel, 2012.
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Figure 4.8
The cerebral cortex scales similarly in mass across rodents, afrotherians, eulipotyph-

lans, and artiodactyls (circles) as it gains neurons, but differently across primates (tri-

angles). The lines indicate the power laws that best describe the variation in cortical 

mass as functions of numbers of neurons in the cortex of primates (exponent, +1.0) 

and of all other clades (exponent, +1.6). The larger the cerebral cortex, the larger 

the discrepancy in number of neurons found in primate and nonprimate cortices of 

similar mass, with more and more neurons in the cortices of primates than in those 

of nonprimates.

We can speak of primates’ “diverging” away from the ancestral scaling 

rule as the cerebral cortex became larger because the evolutionary history 

of mammalian species is one of a very strong trend toward increasing 

brain size,13 beginning with small animals with very small brains. The 

closest known relative to all modern mammals is the mammaliaform 

Hadrocordium wui, with an estimated body mass of only 2 grams, similar to 

the smallest living eulipotyphlan and bat,14 that lived some 195 million 

years ago.15 Hadrocordium had an estimated brain mass of 0.04 gram, with 

a cerebral cortex that we predicted to weigh 0.02 gram and to have had 

only 3.6 million neurons,16 which is a far smaller cortex with far fewer 

neurons than we found in the modern mammalian species we sampled. 

But we can envisage that those early species had a cerebral cortex that was 
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Figure 4.9 
Proposed scheme for the evolution of the scaling of the cerebral cortical mass with increasing numbers of neurons: the neuronal scaling 

rules that apply to modern afrotherians, rodents, eulipotyphlans, and artiodactyls are presumed to already have applied to their common 

ancestor, to have been maintained in the evolution of these lineages, but to have changed in the divergence of the animals that later were 

found to have given rise to primates.
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Not All Brains Are Made the Same  63

already built according to neuronal scaling rules that have remained the 

same in the lineages that gave rise to modern afrotherians, rodents, euli-

potyphlans, and artiodactyls alike—and the group that eventually led to 

modern primates branched off as the way neurons were added to the cor-

tex changed, giving primates the advantage of packing more neurons in a 

similar volume.

What about the cerebellum? Here we found that afrotherians (other 

than the elephant, as we’ll see in chapter 6) and artiodactyls also shared  

the same neuronal scaling rule we had earlier found to apply to rodents, 

whereas eulipotyphlans differed from both primates and the other nonpri-

mate groups, as shown in figure 4.10. It is interesting to note that, like  

the primate cerebellum, the eulipotyphlan cerebellum is packed with more 
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Figure 4.10
The cerebellum scales similarly in mass across rodents, afrotherians, and artiodac-

tyls (filled circles) as it gains neurons, but differently across primates (triangles) and 

eulipotyphlans (open circles) as these gain neurons in the cerebellum. The lines in-

dicate the power laws that best describe the variation in cortical mass as functions 

of numbers of neurons in the cortex of primates (exponent, +1.0), eulipotyphlans 

(exponent, also +1.0, but with a vertical offset in the graph), and all other clades (ex-

ponent, +1.3). The numbers of cerebellar neurons found in eulipotyphlans, though 

comparable to those found in small rodents and afrotherians, are packed into smaller 

volumes.
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Figure 4.11
Proposed scheme for the evolution of the scaling of cerebellar mass with increasing numbers of neurons: the neuronal scaling rules that 

apply to modern afrotherians, rodents and artiodactyls are presumed to already have applied to their common ancestor, and to have been 

maintained in the evolution of these lineages, but changed twice, and separately, in the divergence of the animals that later were found to 

have given rise to primates and to eulipotyphlans.
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66  Chapter 4

primates. Because of the different scaling rules, a primate cortex, cerebel-

lum, or entire rest of brain hid in it far larger numbers of neurons than 

expected for a nonprimate cortex, cerebellum, or rest of brain of compa-

rable mass.

The structure- and order-specific neuronal scaling rules for the brain also 

told us much about the nature of the evolutionary changes underlying the 

divergences of the primate cortex and cerebellum, the eulipotyphlan cere-

bellum, and the artiodactyl rest of brain. It turned out we could make rea-

sonable inferences about what must have happened when these mammalian 

clades emerged as new lineages. What made these inferences possible was, 

again, simple mathematical analysis.

Since the brain is made of cells, the size of a brain or brain structure is 

necessarily the result of how many cells it is made of and how large or small 
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Figure 4.12
The rest of brain scales similarly in mass across afrotherians (squares), rodents, eu-

lipotyphlans and artiodactyls (circles) as it gains neurons, but differently across pri-

mates (triangles). The lines indicate the power laws that best describe the variation in 

the mass of the rest of brain as functions of numbers of neurons in these structures 

in primates (exponent, +1.2) and all other clades (exponent, +1.9). For comparable 

numbers of neurons in the rest of brain, these structures are much smaller in pri-

mates than in other animals.
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Not All Brains Are Made the Same  69

64 times larger on average, and the cortex, a full 64,000 times larger. Across 

primate species, in contrast, as the number of cortical neurons increases, 

there is no significant variation in neuronal density (figure 4.13). This 

means that, as the primate cortex evolved, it started to gain neurons with-

out a significant systematic increase in the average size of its neurons. This 

does not mean that primate neurons became smaller, but only that they 

stopped growing: the primate cortex seems to have retained an average 

neuronal cell size similar to that in the rat or rabbit cortex, and definitely 

smaller than that in the agouti cortex. As a consequence, when a primate 

cortex gains 10 times as many neurons, it becomes only about 10 times as 

large, and if it gains 100 times as many neurons, it becomes only about 100 

times as large.

Figure 4.13
As the nonprimate cerebral cortex (circles) gains neurons, neuronal density (in neu-

rons per milligram of cerebral cortex) drops with the number of neurons raised to 

the power of –0.6, which implies that the average mass of neurons increases with the 

number of neurons raised to the power of +0.6. In contrast, as the primate cortex 

(triangles) gains neurons, neuronal density does not decrease significantly. Consid-

ering that mammalian evolution started with small brains and cortices, it can be 

inferred that primates branched away from the common ancestor with changes that 

uncoupled the addition of neurons to increases in the average size of neurons in the 

cerebral cortex.
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Not All Brains Are Made the Same  73

with how the anatomy of the two structures compare. The reason behind 

the slower scaling of average neuronal size in the cerebellum than in the 

cortex is likely related to the difference in the pattern of long-range con-

nectivity in the two structures. Whereas the cerebral cortex has a large 

number of long-range, reciprocal connections between cortical sites 

through the subcortical white matter, the cerebellar white matter consists 

uniquely of input or output connections to the cerebellar cortex, but not 

across cerebellar sites. There is, for instance, nothing comparable to a corpus 

callosum within the cerebellum, connecting the two halves. Instead, the 

longest fibers span only several millimeters (as opposed to centimeters in 

the cerebral cortex), and they do so within the upper layer of the cerebellar 
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Figure 4.14
As the nonprimate, noneulipotyphlan cerebellum gains neurons (filled circles), neu-

ronal density drops with the number of neurons raised to the power of –0.3, which 

implies that the average mass of neurons increases with the number of neurons raised 

to the power of +0.3. In contrast, as the cerebellum gains neurons across primate (tri-

angles) and eulipotyphlan species (open circles), there is no significant decrease in 

neuronal density. Considering that mammalian evolution started with small brains 

and cortices, it can be inferred that primates and eulipotyphlans branched away 

from their respective ancestors with changes that uncoupled increases in the number 

of cerebellar neurons from increases in their average size.
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the larger the cerebral cortex of a primate becomes, the more extreme 

becomes its advantage over other animals in sheer numbers of neurons. 

Similar numerical advantages apply to the primate cerebellum and rest of 

brain over other nonprimate mammalian species. Primates have a clear 

advantage over other mammals, which lies in an evolutionary turn of 

events that resulted in the economical way in which neurons are added 

to their brain, without the massive increases in average cell size seen in 

other mammals.

We had an answer to our initial question, then: all brains were not made 

the same. In particular, primate brains were not made the same way as 

nonprimate brains. Although a cow and a chimpanzee have brains of about 

the same mass, the chimpanzee can be expected to have at least twice as 

many neurons as a cow. Actually, even the brains of nonprimate species are 

put together in different ways among individual groups. Although the neu-

ronal scaling rules shown here indicate that rodents, eulipotyphlans, 

afrotherians, and artiodactyls share the same relationship between cerebral 

cortical volume and number of neurons, we later discovered that the vol-

ume of neurons is spread out more thinly or thickly in the cerebral cortex 

in each different group, just like a similar spoonful of jam can be spread 

more thinly or thickly over small or large pieces of toast—but that is a 

whole other story. For now, the burning question is, what about us?
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Figure 4.15
Cortical mass (in grams) and number of neurons (in millions, M, or billions, B) in 

different nonprimate and primate species, according to our estimates.
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80  Chapter 5

comparison to other primates. According to the neuronal scaling rules that 

apply to primates, we could expect a generic primate brain with a total of 

86 billion neurons to weigh about 1,240 grams (2.75 pounds) in a body 

weighing about 66 kilograms (145 pounds). These numbers are just about 

right for us humans, with our, on average, 1,500-gram (3.3-pound) brains 

and 70-kilogram (155-pound) bodies. The conclusion should come as no 

surprise to a biologist: we are that generic primate with 86 billion neurons 

in its brain. Our brain is made in the image of other primate brains. In com-

parison to a generic rodent with a similar number of neurons in its brain 

(figure 5.1), we do fit all those neurons in an extraordinarily small volume. 

But we are not rodents, we are primates—and with a perfectly ordinary 

primate brain. Well, at least in terms of total number of brain neurons.
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Figure 5.1
The human brain has the relationship between brain size (mass) and number of neu-

rons that would be expected for a generic primate. The power function plotted for 

nonprimates (circles) has an exponent of 1.5, whereas the power function plotted  

for primates (triangles), excluding the human species, has an exponent of 1.1. The 

dashed lines indicate the 95 percent confidence intervals for each function—and  

the fact that the human species is well contained within that interval for primates 

indicates that it obeys the same neuronal scaling rule that applies to other primate 

species.
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82  Chapter 5

Human Evolution: Great Apes and Hominins

We had what we thought was a very straightforward set of findings, which 

should have been just as straightforward to publish and make widely  

available to our fellow scientists and the lay public alike. We had, for the 

first time, a complete estimate of the average number of neurons and non-

neuronal cells in the whole human brain, which was not 100 billion—and 

the average total number of glial cells was nowhere near 10 times more 

than the number of neurons, by the way, as we’ll see later. The actual num-

ber of neurons was almost precisely what would be expected of a generic 

primate brain. “The human brain is just a scaled-up primate brain: remark-

able, but not special” was our main message—and because we believed it 

was a big one, we set our sights on the star journals in the field.
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Figure 5.2
The human cerebral cortex has the mass expected for a generic primate with its num-

ber of neurons (or the number of neurons expected for its mass). The power function 

plotted for nonprimates (circles) has an exponent of 1.6, whereas the power function 

plotted for primates (triangles), excluding the human species, has an exponent of 

1.1. The dashed lines indicate the 95 percent confidence intervals for each func-

tion—and the fact that the human species is well contained within that interval for 

primates indicates that its cerebral cortex is made according to the same neuronal 

scaling rule that applies to the cortex of other primate species.
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Figure 5.3
The human cerebellum has the mass expected for a generic primate with its number 

of neurons (or the number of neurons expected for its mass). The power function 

plotted for nonprimates (circles) has an exponent of 1.3, whereas the power function 

plotted for primates (triangles), excluding the human species, has an exponent of 

1.0. The dashed lines indicate the 95 percent confidence intervals for each func-

tion—and the fact that the human species is well contained within that interval for 

primates indicates that its cerebellum is made according to the same neuronal scaling 

rule that applies to the cerebellum of other primate species.

And were rejected, again and again, for a variety of reasons. In retro-

spect, it amuses me no end that “Equal Numbers of Neuronal and Non-

Neuronal Cells Make the Human Brain an Isometrically Scaled-Up Primate 

Brain,”2 which has become a highly cited paper (with more than 300 cita-

tions in other scientific papers in just five years), and which is commonly 

mentioned now in the opening lines of many papers on the human brain, 

was rejected without review by Nature, Proceedings of the National Academy 

of Sciences of the U.S.A., Neuron, and the Journal of Neuroscience —journals 

that rank among the highest in neuroscience exactly because of how often 

their papers are cited in the years after the publication. We were finally 

accepted by the Journal of Comparative Neurology, after a long back-and-

forth exchange with their reviewers, and, five years after publication, our 

2009 paper still remained the one most visited on the journal’s website. 
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Science had sent the manuscript out to review, but rejected it after one 

reviewer claimed that our findings were “just what stereology had already 

shown,” and thus “not novel,” while another, who clearly misread our 

numbers, argued that they were too different from those of previous 

stereological studies, and thus not believable. During the first years of  

our work, we met often with this type of incredulous criticism: because 

stereology was a well-established method, we should verify our numbers 

against stereology first—a criticism that failed to grasp that the whole 

point of our method was exactly to go where stereology was unable to go 

within a reasonable time frame: the whole brain.
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Figure 5.4 
Human rest of brain has the mass expected for a generic primate with its number of 

neurons (or the number of neurons expected for its mass). The power function plot-

ted for nonprimate species (filled circles) has an exponent of 1.9, which excludes 

primates (triangles), whereas the power function plotted for primates, excluding the 

human species, has an exponent of 1.2. The dashed lines indicate the 95 percent 

confidence intervals for each function—and the fact that the human species is well 

contained within that interval for primates indicates that its rest of brain is made 

according to the same neuronal scaling rule that applies to the rest of brain of other 

primate species.
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scenario, it is not humans that are outliers in their brain-body relationship; 

it is great apes. We are not special.

Such was the evidence we had at that point. Our numbers showed that 

the great ape brain was just another primate brain, like ours. Our brain, in 

turn, conformed in size and number of neurons to the body mass of other, 

non–great ape primates—but theirs did not. Wasn’t it possible, then, that 

the great apes, for some reason, didn’t fit the rules? That they had broken 

away from other primates in the relationship between number of brain 

neurons and body mass? It may sound like empty semantics (are you 

smaller than I or am I larger than you?), but the distinction is enormously 

important in terms of evolution, for it establishes what diverged away from 

Figure 5.5
Numbers of brain neurons predicted in living and extinct primate species from the 

neuronal scaling rules that apply to nonhuman, non–great ape primates. Sahelanthro-

pus tchadensis (not shown, for its body mass is unknown) is predicted to have had 

slightly fewer neurons than living great apes. The upper function is plotted exclu-

sively for Homo (triangles) and its australopithecine ancestors (squares), but it pre-

dicts the number of brain neurons and body mass for most non-great ape primates; 

the lower function is plotted exclusively for living nonhuman primate species, in-

cluding great apes (open circles), and it excludes humans. Thus, whether or not mod-

ern humans fit the scaling rules for other modern primates depends on whether or 

not great apes are included in the comparison—a clear sign that great apes might be 

the outliers themselves.
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The Elephant in the Room  95

other, regardless of the size of the brain. In particular, I expected the num-

ber of neurons to be larger in the human than in the African elephant 

cerebral cortex.

The logic behind my expectation was the cognitive literature that had 

long hailed the cerebral cortex (or, more precisely, the prefrontal part of the 

cerebral cortex) as the sole seat of higher cognition—abstract reasoning, 

complex decision making, and planning for the future. However, nearly all 

of the cerebral cortex is connected to the cerebellum through loops that tie 

cortical and cerebellar information processing to each another, and more 

and more studies have been implicating the cerebellum in the cognitive 

functions of the cerebral cortex,14 with the two structures working in tan-

dem. The view that acknowledges the role of the cerebellum as a modulator 

of cortical processing as a whole has been slowly replacing the more usual 

view of the cerebellum as a structure merely necessary for sensorimotor 

learning. Because we had already found that the cerebral cortex and cere-

bellum gained neurons in concert in mammalian evolution (more on this 

in chapter 7), cognitive capabilities should scale not just with the number 

of neurons in the cerebral cortex alone, but with both the cortex and  

cerebellum together as two nondissociable structures. And, because these  

two structures together accounted for the vast majority of all neurons in  

the brain, cognitive capabilities should correlate equally well with the  

number of neurons in the whole brain, in the cerebral cortex, and in the 

cerebellum. 

5 cm

human brain elephant brain

Figure 6.1
Side-by-side view of human and African elephant brains.
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The Elephant in the Room  97

I laid the hemisphere flat on the benchtop, medial wall down, and 

made one central, coronal cut first, top to bottom, splitting the hemi-

sphere into a front and a back half, then placed the newly cut back face of 

the front half down, framed inside the two L-brackets. A student held the 

frames in position while I held the hemisphere down with my left hand 

and sliced firmly but gently through the brain with the right, in back-and-

forth movements, much like the vibratome that cuts much thinner sec-

tions of small brains in the lab. Several cuts later, also into the back half as 

well as the cerebellum, and we had a completely sliced elephant brain 

“loaf” lying flat on our benchtop (figure 6.2): sixteen sections through the 

cortical hemisphere, eight through the cerebellum, plus the entire brain-

stem and the gigantic, 20-gram olfactory bulb (ten times the mass of a rat 

brain) lying separately.

Next, we had to separate the internal structures—striatum, thalamus, 

hippocampus—from the cortex, then cut the cortex into smaller pieces for 

processing, then separate each of these pieces into gray and white matter. 

In all, we had 381 pieces of tissue, most of which were still several times 

larger than the 5 grams we could process at one time. It was by far the most 

Figure 6.2
Right hemisphere of the brain of an African elephant cut into sixteen sections (top 

two rows; the front of the brain is at the top right), and its right cerebellum cut into 

eight sections (bottom row; the medial part of the cerebellum is to the right). This is 

a truly large brain: the ruler at the top of the image measures 15 centimeters (6 

inches). The gray and white matter of the cerebral cortex and of the cerebellum are 

clearly distinguishable in the sections.
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The Elephant in the Room  99

distribution of neurons within the elephant brain left a relatively meager 

5.6 billion neurons in the whole cerebral cortex itself (in both hemispheres: 

all numbers obtained for the right hemisphere were doubled to yield whole-

brain numbers comparable to other species). Despite the size of the African 

elephant cerebral cortex (an impressive 2.8 kilograms, or over 6 pounds), 

the 5.6 billion neurons in it paled in comparison to the average 16 billion 

neurons concentrated in the much smaller human cerebral cortex (1.2 kilo-

grams or 2.6 pounds) , and even in comparison to the 9 billion neurons we 

estimated in the cerebral cortex of the gorilla and the orangutan.17

Interestingly, the cerebral cortex of the elephant had just the mass 

expected for its number of neurons, compared both to other afrotherians 

like itself and to rodents, eulipotyphlans, and artiodactyls. As seen in figure 

6.3, the elephant cerebral cortex fits the same neuronal scaling rules that 

apply to other nonprimate species. Nothing special there, then: like the 

human cerebral cortex, a scaled-up primate cortex, the elephant cortex is 

just a cortex scaled up in the manner characteristic of the group of mam-

mals to which it belongs.
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Figure 6.3
The cerebral cortex of the African elephant fits the neuronal scaling rules that apply 

to nonprimates: its 5.6 billion neurons are very close to the number of neurons pre-

dicted for a cortex of its mass.
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100  Chapter 6

The African elephant cerebellum, on the other hand, was special in not 

one, but two ways. First, it had over ten times as many neurons as a generic 

mammalian cerebellum could be expected to have given the number of 

neurons in the accompanying cerebral cortex. The average ratio for mam-

mals is 4.2 neurons in the cerebellum to every neuron in the cortex, and 

that ratio in the elephant was 44.8. Second, that excessive number of  

neurons in the elephant cerebellum did not fit the neuronal scaling rules 

for afrotherian and nonprimate, noneulipotyphlan mammals (figure 6.4). 

For its 251 billion neurons, the elephant cerebellum should weigh over  

7 kilograms if it were built like an afrotherian or generic nonprimate  

cerebellum—that is, be 6.1 times larger in mass than it actually is. The fact 

that the elephant cerebellum is an outlier in both relationships means that 

it has an extraordinarily large number of neurons that are extraordinarily 
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Figure 6.4
The cerebellum of the African elephant has many more neurons than expected for its 

mass according to the scaling rules that apply to other afrotherians as well as to ro-

dents and artiodactyls (filled circles), nearing (but not quite reaching) the scaling 

rules that apply to the primate cerebellum.
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102  Chapter 6

Such a directly sensorimotor function of the cerebellum, without involv-

ing the cerebral cortex, would also explain the break away from the tight 

linear relationship between numbers of neurons in the cerebral cortex and 

cerebellum in other species. The elephant’s larger number of cerebellar neu-

rons might indeed be expected in order to deal with both the parallel pro-

cessing of information from the cerebral cortex and from the trigeminal 

nerve related to the trunk.

So here was our answer. No, the human brain does not have more neu-

rons than the much larger elephant brain—but the human cerebral cortex 

has nearly three times as many neurons as the over twice as large cerebral 

cortex of the elephant. Unless we were ready to concede that the elephant, 

with three times more neurons in its cerebellum (and, therefore, in its 

brain), must be more cognitively capable than we humans, we could rule 

out the hypothesis that total number of neurons in the cerebellum was 

in any way limiting or sufficient to determine the cognitive capabilities of 

a brain.

Only the cerebral cortex remained, then. Nature had done the experi-

ment that we needed, dissociating numbers of neurons in the cerebral cor-

tex from the number of neurons in the cerebellum. The superior cognitive 

capabilities of the human brain over the elephant brain can simply—and 

only—be attributed to the remarkably large number of neurons in its cere-

bral cortex.

While we don’t have the measurements of cognitive capabilities required 

to compare all mammalian species, or at least those for which we have 

numbers of cortical neurons, we can already make a testable prediction 

based on those numbers. If the absolute number of neurons in the cerebral 

cortex is the main limitation to the cognitive capabilities of a species, then 

my predicted ranking of species by cognitive abilities based on number of 

neurons in the cerebral cortex would look like this:

16 B 6 B 5.6 B 1.7 B 1.7 B 0.3 B
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The Elephant in the Room  103

which is more intuitively reasonable than the current ranking based on 

brain mass, which places artiodactyls (notably, the giraffe) above many  

primate species, like this:

What about Cetaceans?

Cetaceans have been celebrated as animals of such cognitive prowess that 

some even advocate that they be granted the status of nonhuman persons 

and, as such, no longer be kept in captivity.20 Due to the public appeal of 

these animals, caution in interpreting their behavior is often thrown to the 

wind. I have seen documentaries in which would-be “dolphin communica-

tors” marvel at how dolphins are interested in humans, when what I see on 

the screen is a dolphin being chased by said humans. My colleague and col-

laborator Paul Manger21 is one of the most notoriously vocal researchers to 

remind us of the danger of overinterpreting the actions of dolphins in par-

ticular. For instance, although the act of nudging drowning humans to the 

surface has been hailed as evidence of empathy and even a feeling of kin-

ship toward our species, this is a behavior dolphins show not only to their 

newborn calves (who, like their parents, must surface to breathe, mammals 

that they are) but also to inanimate objects sinking in the water, and there-

fore might be extended to drowning members of our species simply out of 

their similarity to sinking calves or objects. As both Manger and psycholo-

gist Onur Güntürkün point out, dolphins, like humans, are not alone in 

their cognitive capabilities, some of which are even shared with birds and 

dogs, such as understanding language and referential pointing. If a particu-

lar range of complex behaviors is to be used to grant dolphins a higher 

cognitive status, then other species should be granted the same privileges 

on the same basis.

Still, several reports on the bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus), the 

most studied of all cetaceans, have shown that even though, unlike 

4.6 kg 1.5 kg 700 g 400 g 87 g 75 g
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The Elephant in the Room  105

one case drawing estimates from only 12 sections out of over 3,000 sections 

of the Minke whale’s cerebral cortex, sampling a total of only around 200 

cells from the entire cortex, when it is recommended that around 700–

1,000 cells be counted per individual brain structure.28 With such extreme 

undersampling, it is easy to make invalid extrapolations—like trying to pre-

dict the outcome of a national election by consulting just a small handful 

of people.

It is thus very likely, given the undersampling of these studies and the 

neuronal scaling rules that apply to cetartiodactyls, that even the cerebral 

cortex of the largest whales is composed of only a fraction of the average 16 

billion neurons we found in the human cerebral cortex. The human advan-

tage, I would say, lies in having the largest number of neurons in the cere-

bral cortex that any animal species has ever managed—and it starts by 

having a cortex that is built in the image of other primate cortices: remark-

able in its number of neurons, but not an exception to the rules that govern 
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Figure 6.5
The cetacean cerebral cortex (values within dashed oval) is expected to share the 

neuronal scaling rules that apply to the closely related artiodactyls and to the more 

distant rodents, afrotherians, and eulipotyphlans (circles), and thus to hold a smaller 

number of neurons than a smaller primate cortex such as the human.
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how it is put together. Because it is a primate brain—and not because it is 

special—the human brain manages to gather a number of neurons in a still 

comparatively small cerebral cortex that no other mammal with a viable 

brain, that is, still smaller than 10 kilograms, would be able to muster.  

Figure 6.6, in a semilog scale, illustrates that distance between humans and 

the next tier in numbers of neurons in the cerebral cortex: great apes, the 

African elephant, and, we predict, large cetaceans.

It seems fitting that great apes, elephants, and probably cetaceans have 

similar numbers of neurons in the cerebral cortex, in the range of 3 to 9 

billion: fewer than humans have, but more than all other mammals do. 

These are, many scientists think, the three groups of mammalian species 

that share a number of complex cognitive abilities such as self-recognition 

in the mirror, vocal communication, and social cooperation to achieve a 

common purpose.
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Figure 6.6
Same data as in figure 6.5 plotted on a semilog scale to make it easier to appreciate 

the distance between the number of neurons in the cerebral cortex of humans and in 

that of other mammals. Cetaceans (values within dashed oval), the African elephant, 

and great apes are estimated to share the same range of numbers of neurons in the 

cerebral cortex—between 3 and 9 billion neurons—which is well beyond the number 

contained in the cortex of other, smaller mammalian species, but still far fewer than 

found in the cerebral cortex of humans.
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be predicted for a generic primate brain having the same mass in its rest  

of brain.

Considering that the rules that apply to nonprimates as a whole have 

been conserved in evolution, and these rules therefore also applied to the 

ancestral mammal common to all these groups, we can infer that the cere-

bral cortex has been gaining mass faster than the rest of brain ever since the 

first mammals appeared—and that primates diverged away from that pat-

tern with a stepped-up increase in the mass of the cerebral cortex, and an 

even faster increase in the mass of the cerebral cortex relative to the rest of 

brain. This means that both the absolute expansion of the cerebral cortex 

and its relative increase over the rest of brain have been particularly fast in 

primate evolution.

With the exponents of its power functions significantly larger than 

unity, cortical expansion in the evolution of mammals, then, has been both 
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Figure 7.1
The mass of the cerebral cortex increases faster than the rest of brain in all mammals, 

but particularly faster in primates (exponent, 1.3; triangles) than in other species 

(exponent, 1.2). Additionally, for a similar mass in the rest of brain, primates (trian-

gles) have a larger cerebral cortex than nonprimates (rodents and eulipotyphlans, 

filled circles; artiodactyls, open circles; afrotherians, squares). The human cerebral 

cortex has the mass predicted to accompany the mass of its rest of brain for a  

primate.
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absolute and relative, compared to the rest of brain. As shown in figure 7.2, 

the relative mass of the cerebral cortex, that is, the percentage of brain mass 

contained in the cerebral cortex, increases together with brain mass across 

species within each group of mammals—but differently across primates and 

nonprimates, such that the antelope has 72 percent of its brain mass in the 

cerebral cortex, compared to 80 percent for the baboon. The African ele-

phant, with its oversized cerebellum, stands out: although its brain is about 

three times the size of the human brain, the elephant cerebral cortex repre-

sents only 62 percent of brain mass, compared to the human cerebral cor-

tex, which represents 82 percent.

Because the first mammals to evolve were small, the increasing relative 

mass of the cerebral cortex with increasing brain mass is the basis for the 

notion that, in the course of its evolution, the cortex has undergone both 
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Figure 7.2
Larger brains have relatively larger cortices, but the relative mass of the cerebral cor-

tex is different across mammalian groups. The cortex is relatively larger in eulipo-

typhlans (open squares) than in afrotherians (filled squares) and rodents (filled cir-

cles) of similar brain mass, and larger in primates (triangles) than in artiodactyls 

(open circles) and rodents of similar brain mass. The relative mass of the cerebral 

cortex is largest in humans than in all other species in our dataset.
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Figure 7.3
Relatively larger cortices do not concentrate relatively more of all brain neurons. 

There is a fair amount of variation, but in most species, the cerebral cortex holds 

15–25 percent of all brain neurons, regardless of its relative mass, in eulipotyphlans 

(open squares), afrotherians (filled squares), rodents (filled circles), artiodactyls (open 

circles) and primates (triangles) alike. The main exception is the African elephant, 

whose cerebral cortex holds only 2 percent of all brain neurons.

expansion in mammalian evolution has been about relative and overall 

mass, but not about relative number of neurons. Even though a larger cere-

bral cortex does have more neurons within each mammalian group, a rela-

tively larger cerebral cortex does not have relatively more neurons within 

the brain as a whole.

How could this be? How could the cerebral cortex become relatively 

larger but not have relatively more neurons as it expanded within the brain? 

Mathematically, some other part of the brain had to be gaining neurons 

together with the cerebral cortex, but gaining mass more slowly than the 

cortex did. This structure turned out to be the cerebellum. As shown in 

figure 7.4, the mammalian cerebellum accounts for around 80 percent of all 

brain neurons—except in the African elephant, whose cerebellum concen-

trates 98 percent of all brain neurons.

When plotting variations in the number of neurons in the cerebellum 

against the number of neurons in the cerebral cortex, what we found was 
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114  Chapter 7

not that the numeric preponderance of cortical over cerebellar neurons 

increased with larger brains across species, but, instead, that the two brain 

structures gained neurons proportionately in a linear relationship, such 

that, on average, the cerebellum gained four neurons for every neuron 

added to the cerebral cortex (that is, the function plotting the linear rela-

tionship between cerebellum and cerebral cortex in figure 7.5 has a slope of 

around 4.0).

Because of the different neuronal scaling rules that apply to the cerebral 

cortex and the cerebellum (remember that the average mass of neurons in 

the cerebral cortex scales faster than that in the cerebellum in nonprimate 

species), the cortex gains in mass (and volume) much faster than the cere-

bellum, thus becoming relatively larger than the cerebellum (and the rest of 

brain) even though the ratio of cerebellar to cortical neurons remains con-

stant, with the cerebellum gaining four neurons proportionately for every 
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Figure 7.4
The cerebellum (open symbols) holds around 80 percent of all brain neurons in most 

mammalian species, while the cerebral cortex (filled symbols) holds 15–20 percent of 

all brain neurons in eulipotyphlans, rodents, and artiodactyls (circles); afrotherians 

(squares; except for the elephant); and primates (triangles). The main outlier is the 

elephant, whose cerebral cortex holds only 2.2 percent of all brain neurons, with 

97.5 percent of all brain neurons in the cerebellum and only 0.3 percent in the rest 

of brain.
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one neuron the cerebral cortex gains. Even in primates, the very small dif-

ference in the exponents of the neuronal scaling rules that apply to the 

cerebral cortex and cerebellum is already enough to lead, across several 

orders of magnitude of variation in the numbers of neurons in these struc-

tures, to the increase in relative cortical mass in larger brains. This coordi-

nated, linear, proportionate addition of neurons to the cerebral cortex and 

cerebellum of different species, combined with the different scaling rules 

for each structure, explains how the cerebral cortex becomes increasingly 

larger in mass relative to the brain and yet maintains a fairly constant 15–

25 percent of all brain neurons.

The coordinated, linear scaling of numbers of neurons in the cerebral 

cortex and cerebellum of most mammalian species has a fundamental func-

tional implication: that mammalian evolution has not been about a take-

over of brain functions by the cerebral cortex alone. Rather, in all species 

but the elephant, the cerebral cortex and the cerebellum have worked in 

tandem, such that any increment in processing capabilities of the cerebral 
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Figure 7.5
Cerebellum and cerebral cortex gain neurons proportionately, with, on average, four 

neurons added to the cerebellum for every neuron added to the cerebral cortex across 

mammalian species. The obvious exception is the African elephant, which has more 

than ten times the number of neurons in its cerebellum than predicted for the num-

ber of neurons in its cerebral cortex.
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What Cortical Expansion?  117

(figure 7.7), reaching up to 27 to 1 (or, more simply, a ratio of 27), suppos-

edly increasing the complexity and flexibility of information processing by 

the cortex.

Surprisingly, however, primates were not alone: artiodactyls also showed 

an increased proportionate allocation of neurons to the cerebral cortex over 

the rest of brain, with an even steeper exponent of 1.9 (figure 7.6). This 

translates into ratios of neurons in the cerebral cortex to neurons in the rest 

of brain of between 5 (in the pig) and 11 (in the giraffe), ratios that are 

intermediate between those for primates and those for other nonprimate 

species (figure 7.7). The elephant also seems to be an outlier, with about 

three times the number of neurons in its cerebral cortex expected for an 

afrotherian with its number of neurons in the rest of brain.

Thus, as both primates and artiodactyls gained larger brains, their cere-

bral cortices gained neurons disproportionately over the rest of brain, 
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Figure 7.6
Number of neurons in the cerebral cortex scales linearly with the number of neurons 

in the rest of brain across eulipotyphlans (open squares), afrotherians (filled squares, 

excluding the African elephant), and rodents (filled circles), but it scales with the 

number of neurons in the rest of brain raised to the power of 1.9 in artiodactyls (open 

circles) and to the power of 1.4 in primates (triangles). Thus, both primates and artio-

dactyls gain cortical power of information processing faster than they gain neurons 

in the rest of brain to convey information to be processed.
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118  Chapter 7

supposedly increasing the degree of complex processing of information 

relayed to and from the body. This would have conferred to primates and 

artiodactyls quite an advantage over other mammals, such as rodents and 

afrotherians, in flexible and complex processing of body-related informa-

tion. But because, at the same time, the cerebellum in primates and artio-

dactyls gained neurons proportionately with the cerebral cortex, and thus 

disproportionately relative to the rest of brain, the disproportionate increase 

in cortical neurons over neurons in the rest of brain occurred without a cor-

responding disproportionate increase in cortical neurons over neurons in 

the brain as a whole.

Interestingly, the ratio of neurons in the cerebral cortex to neurons in 

the rest of brain is high but not maximal in humans: there are 24 neurons 

in the human cerebral cortex for every neuron in its rest of brain, but 27 in 

the bonnet monkey. Thus, unless we are willing to accept that this slightly 
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Figure 7.7
There are on average two neurons in the cerebral cortex for every neuron in the rest 

of brain in eulipotyphlans (filled circles), afrotherians (squares, excluding the African 

elephant), and rodents (filled circles), but between 5 and 11 cortical neurons for ev-

ery neuron in the rest of brain of artiodactyls (open circles) and between 2 and 27 in 

primates (triangles). The human brain has 24 neurons in its cerebral cortex for every 

neuron in its rest of brain, although the maximal ratio is found in the bonnet mon-

key brain.
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“insectivores” and still share the words “shrew” and “mole” in many of 

their common names. Eulipotyphlans, such as the hairy-tailed mole and 

the European mole, which weigh 42.7 and 95.3 grams, have brains that 

weigh around 1.0 gram, about twice the size of the brains of afrotherians of 

similar body mass, such as the elephant shrew and the golden mole, which 

weigh 45.1 and 79.0 grams.

Still, it remains the case that, within each mammalian group, larger ani-

mal species come with larger brains.* One of the rationales, defended by 
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Figure 8.1
Larger body mass is loosely correlated with larger brain mass across mammalian spe-

cies, but different scaling rules apply to different mammalian orders. For a similar 

body mass, eulipotyphlans (open circles) have larger brains than afrotherians 

(squares), and primates (triangles) have larger brains than both rodents and artiodac-

tyls of similar body mass (filled circles). The respective power functions can be found 

in the appendix.

*Within a species, though, larger individuals don’t necessarily come with larger 

brains—and the allometric exponent relating brain mass to body mass across indi-

viduals of the same species tends to be much smaller than it is across species, if at 

all significantly different from zero. This fascinating conundrum, which will  

not, however, be examined here, implies that the scaling of brain and body mass 

across species in evolution is not simply an extension of the same scaling across 

individuals of the same species. See Armstrong, 1990, and Herculano-Houzel,  

Messeder et al., 2015.
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1,000-fold heavier primate only had about 10 times more neurons in its 

spinal cord. This was far from the expected correlation with body mass 

(which would yield the scaling exponent +1.0), with body surface (where 

the exponent would be +⅔ or +0.67), or with metabolic rate (where the 

exponent would be +0.75). Rather, the observed exponent was close to the 

scaling of the linear dimension of the body (body length) with body mass 

raised to the power of +⅓ or +0.33 (figure 8.2). The number of neurons in 

the primate spinal cord thus seemed to scale simply with body length,5 and 

we confirmed that it indeed grew proportionally with the length of the 

spinal cord across primate species, with, on average, 43,000 neurons per 

millimeter—which is very few neurons indeed. We now know that the 

mouse spinal cord has about 2 million neurons,6 and the human spinal 

cord, large as it is, has an estimated 20 million neurons, just ten times the 

number in a mouse spinal cord and only one-third the number of neurons 

found in an entire mouse brain.7 Put this way, it seems remarkable that we 
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Figure 8.2
Number of neurons in the spinal cord scales with body mass raised to the power of 

+0.36 across primate species. The number of neurons expected for the chimpanzee 

spinal cord is indicated on the same graph. Whereas body mass of the species exam-

ined varies by a factor of nearly 1,000, the number of neurons in the spinal cord 

varies by a factor of only 10.
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motor neurons, and halving the body mass is accompanied by a decrease 

of only 12 percent. Interestingly, these numbers are remarkably similar to 

the seminal findings of Viktor Hamburger and others in the 1970s11 on 

how numbers of motor neurons in the spinal cord are adjusted during 

development, through differential cell death and survival, to the size of 

the pool of muscle fibers that they innervate. After experimentally dou-

bling the target muscle field of developing birds and amphibians by 

transplanting an extra limb bud to the developing embryo, or halving the 

target muscle field by forcing two nerves to innervate the same muscle, 

those researchers found that the number of spinal cord motor neurons, 

instead of doubling, increased by only 15–20 percent and, instead of 

halving, decreased by 8 percent. There was some sort of quantitative 

matching between numbers of motor neurons and the muscle mass to be 

innervated since more neurons survived when there were more muscle 

fibers to be innervated, and fewer neurons remained when the muscle 

Figure 8.3
Number of motor neurons in the brain’s facial motor nucleus, which controls the 

movements of the face, scales with body mass raised to the power of +0.18 across 

marsupials (filled circles) and the power of +0.13 across primate species (open cir-

cles). For a similar body mass, the facial movements of marsupials and primates are 

controlled by similar numbers of motor neurons—and quite few of them.
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neurons in the rest of brain across a larger number of nonprimate species to 

gain insight on their relationship to body mass.

Again we find that different relationships apply to primates and nonpri-

mate species: as shown in figure 8.4, the rest of brain has more neurons in 

primates than in nonprimate mammals of a similar body mass, and this 

number scales faster across primates (with body mass raised to the power of 

+0.5) than nonprimates (with body mass raised to the power of +0.3). And 

again, these scaling exponents are both much smaller than the exponent 

+1.0 expected if a larger muscle mass required a proportionally larger  

number of neurons and smaller than the exponent +0.75 expected if  

metabolism imposed a limitation on the number of neurons. If larger bod-

ies do indeed require more neurons to operate them, they do so at a very 

slow pace.

Remarkably, the human rest of brain contains about as many neurons as 

would be expected for a generic primate of our body mass. There is no 
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Figure 8.4
Number of neurons in the rest of brain scales with body mass raised to the power of 

+0.5 across primate species (triangles), but to the smaller power of +0.3 across all 

other species (afrotherians, squares; eulipotyphlans and rodents, filled circles; artio-

dactyls, open circles). For a similar body mass, primates have more neurons in the 

rest of brain structures than nonprimates. The number of neurons in the human rest 

of brain matches the number expected for a generic primate of its body mass.
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134  Chapter 8

extraordinarily large number of neurons in the human rest of brain to deal 

with the body: our brain has the mass and the number of neurons in the 

rest of brain that a non–great ape primate brain of our body mass would be 

expected to have.

Primates also have more neurons in both the cerebral cortex (figure 8.5) 

and the cerebellum than nonprimate of similar body mass (figure 8.6). 

There is, therefore, no single way to scale the number of neurons in a mam-

malian brain to the corresponding body mass—and even the general scal-

ing of brain mass with body mass hides the fact that primates have many 

more neurons in their brains than nonprimate mammals of similar body 

mass have because of the different neuronal scaling rules that apply to  

their brains. The logical implication is that the number of neurons in the 

mammalian brain is not determined by the size of the body—even if other 

factors still lead to a correlation. We should consider the inverse possibility, 

however: that the increasing number of neurons in the brain might 
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Figure 8.5
Number of neurons in the cerebral cortex scales with body mass raised to the power 

of +0.8 across primate species (triangles), but to the smaller power of +0.5 across all 

other species (afrotherians, squares; eulipotyphlans and rodents, filled circles; artio-

dactyls, open circles). For a similar body mass, primates have more neurons in the 

cerebral cortex than nonprimates.
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somehow be facilitated by a larger body mass in mammalian evolution, as 

I proposed recently.14 This would be especially important for small animals, 

such as the first mammals, because increasing body mass would have 

allowed them to obtain more energy per hour of foraging and feeding. But 

that is a whole other story.

In any case, primates have yet another advantage over nonprimate 

mammals: they have many more neurons in their cerebral cortex, cerebel-

lum, and rest of brain than nonprimate mammals of similar body mass 

have. Given the emphasis that for so long was placed on the size of the 

body and how it supposedly determined the number of neurons in  

the brain, primates have long been underestimated. Indeed, expecting the 

body-brain relationship that applies to nonprimate mammals to extend to 

primates is like expecting apples to be oranges on the inside: a primate 

brain is unlike the brain of any other mammal when it comes to how many 

Figure 8.6
Number of neurons in the cerebellum scales with body mass raised to the power of 

+0.8 across primate species (triangles), but to the smaller power of +0.5 across all 

other species, not including the elephant, which has an extraordinarily large number 

of neurons in the cerebellum for its body mass (afrotherians, squares; eulipotyphlans 

and rodents, filled circles; artiodactyls, open circles). For a similar body mass, pri-

mates have more neurons in the cerebellum than nonprimates.
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138  Chapter 8

The discrepancy between primate and nonprimate mammals in how 

neuronal size in the rest of brain increases as it gains neurons indicates a 

clear evolutionary break of the primate lineage from its common ancestor 

with nonprimate mammalian lineages. But due to what? Here’s one inter-

esting possibility: because primates are much smaller than other terrestrial 

mammals of similar brain mass, such as artiodactyls (cows, antelopes, 

giraffes) and the largest rodents, could it be that their smaller average neu-

ronal size in the rest of brain is related to their smaller body mass, which, 

in turn, drove their rest of brain scaling rules to change toward neurons 

that became larger more slowly as they became more numerous?

The analysis shown in figure 8.8 indicates that a smaller body mass 

compared to that of nonprimate mammals can indeed account for the 
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Figure 8.7
There is a strong, negative correlation between neuronal density (in neurons per mil-

ligram of rest of brain) and number of neurons in the rest of brain across nonprimate 

species (circles); density scales with number of neurons to the power of –0.9, which 

implies that the average mass of neurons in the rest of brain increases with the num-

ber of neurons raised to the power of +0.9. In contrast, neuronal density does not 

decrease significantly across primates (triangles), as the rest of brain gains neurons. 

The strikingly different neuronal densities across primates and nonprimates with 

similar numbers of neurons in the rest of brain mean that its neurons are much 

smaller in primate than in nonprimate species.
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smaller neuronal cell sizes in the rest of brain of primates. Figure 8.8 

shows that the density of neurons in the rest of brain decreases across all 

mammalian species examined—primates, artiodactyls, and others—as a 

function of body mass, with the exponent –0.3. We can infer, therefore, 

that neurons in the rest of brain became, on average, larger as the body 

gained mass, and they did so across all mammalian species examined, 

including primates. Primates maintained the same scaling of neuronal 

size in the rest of brain with increasing body mass as nonprimate mam-

mals, even as they diverged away from nonprimates with a larger number 

of neurons in the rest of brain for their body mass. This difference, by the 

way, indicates that even though the average size of neurons in the rest  

of brain is related to body mass, the number of neurons in the rest of 

brain is not.

It makes sense that average neuronal cell size increases in the rest of 

brain as a function of increasing body mass. The “rest of brain” includes the 

Figure 8.8
Very diverse mammalian species (artiodactyls, open circles; eulipotyphlans, afrothe-

rians, and rodents, filled circles; primates, triangles) share a single, inverse relation-

ship between body mass and neuronal density in the rest of brain (in neurons per 

milligram), which indicates that neurons in the rest of brain on average become 

larger with increasing body mass across all species alike. This power function has the 

exponent –0.30. 
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We can conclude, then, that larger bodies across mammalian species 

(humans included) do appear to come universally with larger neurons in 

the rest of brain—and this is probably a consequence of the very increase in 

body mass, which necessarily leads to longer, and therefore larger, neurons 

in the rest of brain structures connected directly to the body. But in the 

cerebral cortex, which is removed from direct contact with the body, and 

which instead receives information from the thalamus (in the rest of brain), 

neurons do not become uniformly larger in larger animals—although they 

do tend to increase in average mass together with body mass, even across 

primates. In the cerebellum, average neuronal size may or may not increase 

together with body mass across species. And even if the average mass of 

neurons in the rest of brain scales universally with increasing body mass, 

the number of neurons in the rest of brain is free to scale differently across 

primates and nonprimates. There is no one single way to add neurons to 

larger bodies. Evolution has allowed, at the same time, both concerted 

changes in some aspects of some structures, and different, independent 
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Figure 8.9
Neuronal density in the cerebral cortex (in neurons per milligram) scales with body 

mass across nonprimates (circles) but not across primates (triangles). Neurons in the 

cerebral cortex on average become larger as a power function of increasing body mass 

with the exponent –0.29 across nonprimates.
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142  Chapter 8

changes in others—which is the basis of the concept of “mosaic” evolution: 

that different parts of the brain are free to change in different directions as 

they evolve.

And if there isn’t a single way to add neurons to larger bodies, then  

Jerison’s calculation of an encephalization quotient for humans by com-

parison to all mammals, primates and nonprimates alike, is based on a 

faulty assumption—that humans are comparable to all other mammals. As 

we have seen, humans can properly be compared only to other non–great 

ape primates. How great apes came to be the clear exceptions to the body-

brain relationship and why that matters is the subject of the next two 

chapters.
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Figure 8.10
Neuronal density in the cerebellum (in neurons per milligram) also scales differently 

with body mass across primates (triangles), eulipotyphlans (open circles), and other 

species (filled circles). Neuronal density in the cerebellum of noneulipotyphlan, 

nonprimate species scales as a power function of increasing body mass with the ex-

ponent –0.16, but does not scale significantly in size across eulipotyphlans or pri-

mates of increasing body mass (as indicated by the lack of significant correlation 

between neuronal density across these species and body mass).
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Back to the Future

Now that we had actual data on the numbers of cells that composed differ-

ent parts of the brain of different species, we could look at what indeed 

happened with the glia/neuron ratio as the brain increased in mass across 

species. But, first, a brief disclaimer. Although we have a reliable universal 

marker for neurons (neuronal nuclear protein, NeuN, expressed only in 

neuronal cell nuclei), we still don’t have one for either of the remaining 

two groups of brain cells: glial and endothelial cells, both of which are 

therefore counted together as nonneuronal cells. What I am calling “glial 

cells” or “glia” in regard to our data thus includes what we expect to be a 

small minority of endothelial cells, which constitute the brain’s capillaries 

and amount to no more than 4 percent of total brain tissue. As such, the 

number of “glia” in our graphs represents an upper boundary for the total 

number of proper glial cells in the brain tissue. That disclaimer made, we 

can move on to consider what happened to the glia/neuron ratio as brain 

mass increased.

Figure 9.1
Ratio of numbers of glial to neuronal cells in the cerebral cortex seems to increase 

together with brain size across species as diverse as the marmoset, mole, cat, human, 

African elephant, and various species of whales. Data from Haug, 1987, Stolzenburg, 

Reichenbach, and Neumann, 1989, and Hawkins and Olszewski, 1957.
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And what happened is … nothing that could be identified as a univer-

sal, systematic trend, as figure 9.2 shows. There was neither the expected 

universal increase in the glia/neuron ratio with brain mass nor a general 

numerical predominance of glial cells over neurons. For starters, most of 

the forty-one species in our data set had more neurons than glial cells in 

their brains: all eulipotyphlans, most rodents and primates, and even the 

elephant, owner of the largest brain in our data set. Artiodactyls, with 

brains about as large as those of midsized primates, but much smaller than 

the elephant brain, were the only animals with consistently more glial 

cells than neurons in the brain. Even the capybara, with a brain mass of 

only 75 grams, had a higher glia/neuron ratio in its brain than the ele-

phant. There was no trend for larger brains to have larger and larger 
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Figure 9.2
Ratio of numbers of glial to neuronal cells in the whole brain has no obvious over-

all correlation with brain size across species: it increases together with brain mass in 

rodents (filled circles), but not across eulipotyphlans (open triangles) or primates 

(filled triangles). The dashed line indicates a ratio of 1, below which neurons are 

more numerous than glial cells. Only artiodactyls (open circles) have brains  

consistently composed of more neurons than glial cells. Remarkably, the African 

elephant brain, the largest in our data set, has a glia/neuron ratio of only 0.84—

that is, it has more neurons than glial cells—as do the brains of most of the species 

in our data set.
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150  Chapter 9

proportions of glial cells over neurons. And the human brain did not have 

10 times more glial cells than neurons: with an average of 86 billion neu-

rons and 85 billion glia cells, the proportion between glial cells and neu-

rons was almost exactly 1 to 1—much the same ratio we found in other 

primates.26

There was also no systematic trend for an increase in the glia/neuron 

ratio within each brain structure as it increased in mass (figure 9.3). The 

glia/neuron ratio was extremely low in the cerebellum, where for every glial 

cell there were from two to as many as ten neurons. In contrast, glial cells 

typically predominated in the cerebral cortex and rest of brain—and not 

simply because the data for the cerebral cortex shown in figure 9.3 included 

the white matter, given that glial cells predominated even in analyses 

restricted to cortical gray matter.27
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Figure 9.3
There is no universal correlation between the glia/neuron ratio in a brain structure 

and the mass of the structure across species: it increases in the cerebral cortex (circles) 

and rest of brain (triangles) in some mammalian orders, but not all, together with 

structure mass, but not in the cerebellum (squares). The dashed line indicates a ratio 

of 1, below which neurons are more numerous than glial cells. In the cerebellum, 

there are always more neurons than glial cells, and usually at least five times as many 

neurons as glial cells. In the cerebral cortex and rest of brain, in contrast, glia/neuron 

ratios are almost always above 1, indicating a predominance of glial cells.
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152  Chapter 9

factor of 3, even as brain mass varied by a factor of 12,500 from mouse to 

elephant.

The fact that the relationship between the mass of a brain structure and 

its number of glial cells is a single, universal function across mammalian 

species as diverse as moles, elephants, primates, and artiodactyls means 

that there is a single biological rule governing how numbers of glial cells are 

added to mammalian brain structures. And if there is a single rule shared  

by mammalian orders as diverse and divergent in evolution as afrotherians, 

rodents, primates, eulipotyphlans, and artiodactyls, then it can be safely 

inferred that that single, shared rule already applied to the ancestor they all 

have in common—an ancestor estimated to have lived 105 million years 

ago, as illustrated in figure 9.6. In fact, numbers of glial cells are added to 

brain tissue in the same way also in birds,28 which shared a common ances-

tor with mammals over 300 million years ago. Glial cells must be doing 

something so sensitive, so important in the brain that the way their 

Figure 9.4
There is a universal correlation between the mass of a brain structure and its number 

of glial cells that applies equally across brain structures, species, and mammalian 

orders: it is a power function with the exponent +1.05, only slightly above linearity 

(not plotted).
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numbers are added to build brain tissue has remained very much the same 

over at least the last 300 million years of evolution.

Larger Neurons, Higher Glia/Neuron Ratios

Hawkins and Olszewski had proposed that higher glia/neuron ratios 

accompanied the larger neuronal size that they assumed, based on  

Tower’s study of neuronal densities, was found in larger brains—well, 

cerebral cortices, actually, the only structure studied then. We now knew 

that there was no such universal correlation between larger cortical mass 

and lower neuronal density, a proxy for larger neuronal cell size. But was 

the variation in the glia/neuron ratio still related to average neuronal cell 

size? If so, the glia/neuron ratio in the cerebral cortex should increase 
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Figure 9.5
Glial cell density varies by a factor of 3 across most brain structures and species, and 

there is no systematic variation in glial cell density across brain structures as they 

gain glial cells. This is in stark contrast to the large variation in neuronal density and 

its systematic decrease in most mammalian orders as brain structures gain neurons. 

For the sake of comparison, the data plotted here (cerebral cortex, circles; cerebellum, 

squares; rest of brain, triangles) are shown in the same scale as the plots of neuronal 

density in chapter 4.
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with decreasing neuronal density, that is, with increasing average neuro-

nal cell size.

And indeed it did—and not only in the cerebral cortex: again, we found 

a single, universal relationship between decreasing neuronal density and 

increasing glia/neuron ratios not only across mammalian orders and spe-

cies, but even across different brain structures—and, once more, humans fit 

right in. As shown in figure 9.7, the glia/neuron ratio in a brain structure—

any brain structure—was a predictable, universal function of neuronal den-

sity in that structure: the lower the neuronal density, the larger the average 

size of neurons in the tissue, and the higher the glia/neuron ratio in that 

tissue.

I can’t stress enough how extraordinary it is to find something that 

hardly changes in evolution, when the very word “evolution” means 

change over biological time. If something about animals doesn’t change as 

they evolve, either there is a fundamental physical constraint—such as in 

the universal relationship between surface area and volume when the shape 
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Figure 9.7
Glial/neuron ratio varies as a single, universal function of neuronal density (in neu-

rons per milligram of tissue) in all brain structures, species, and mammalian orders 

in our data set. For each species, there are three data points in the graph (cerebral 

cortex, circles; cerebellum, squares; rest of brain, triangles).
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156  Chapter 9

of a body doesn’t change, or between the cross-sectional area of legs and the 

mass of the body they support in quadrupeds, both noticed by Galileo—or 

else there is a biological constraint, such as the fact that all life is based on 

electrochemical gradients and shares the same genetic code (that is, the 

same correspondence between DNA bases and amino acids).

In the case of the cellular composition of the brain, we had found not 

one, but two universal features, properties that have remained unchanged 

over evolutionary time: the number of glial cells per unit of tissue mass 

(glial cell density) and the relationship between the glial/neuron ratio and 

the average size of neurons, no matter how greatly neurons varied in num-

ber and mass (and we calculated that they varied by at least 200 times across 

species and brain structures). Given what we knew by then about the for-

mation of brain tissue in development, we argued that both features could 

be predicted by a scenario in which glial cells were added in self-regulating 

numbers and only slightly variable cell size.

The model becomes intuitive when we consider that, in the develop-

ment of each brain, glial cells are only added to the brain in large numbers 

after neurons have already established the parenchyma, the brain tissue 

itself.29. Thus, neurons come first—and neurons, as judged from the large 

variation in neuronal densities, came in all different sizes, both within a 

single brain and across species, as illustrated in figure 9.8, where the same 

Small neurons Large neurons

Figure 9.8
Same volume of brain tissue can be composed of a large number of small neurons 

(left) or a small number of large neurons (right).
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It seemed to be a reasonable supposition. Because neurons are, by defini-

tion, excitable cells, capable of depolarizing and repolarizing their mem-

brane potential, larger neurons are expected to cost more energy at the very 

least because of the larger surface area of excitable cell membrane that 

needs to be repolarized following the depolarization that characterizes neu-

ronal activity. Although depolarization is cost free, akin to opening the 

gates of a dam, repolarizing requires energy—like a pump requires energy to 

push water uphill, back into the dam.

Additionally, larger neurons are presumed to have more synapses,  

and excitatory synapses that use glutamate as a neurotransmitter incur  

a high energy cost for recycling glutamate and refilling synaptic  

vesicles.31 Indeed, a seminal study by David Attwell and Simon Laughlin32 

estimated that nearly 80 percent of a neuron’s energy budget goes toward 

glutamate-related neurotransmission and that 13 percent is used simply to 

maintain the resting potential of its cell membrane. Although the massive 

cost of excitatory synaptic transmission could, in principle, be kept down 

Small neurons
Low G/N ratio

Large neurons
High G/N ratio

Figure 9.9
When the average size of glial cells (the rounded rectangles in the schemes) is nearly 

invariant, the number of glial cells per given volume of brain tissue is constant. How-

ever, because the same volume of tissue can be made of a large number of small 

neurons (left), a small number of large neurons (right), or any combination in be-

tween, the glia/neuron ratio in each tissue depends simply on the average size of the 

neurons in the tissue: the larger the average size of neurons, the higher the glia/neu-

ron ratio in the tissue.
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162  Chapter 9

teaspoon—contains enough glucose molecules to feed all 86 billion neu-

rons in the human brain for 12 minutes, and 5 grams or 1¼ teaspoons of 

glucose, enough molecules to power the entire human brain for one full 

hour! 

Not only was there not much variation in the average energy cost per 

neuron across species—the average human neuron cost only slightly more 

energy than a macaque neuron, though still slightly less than a squirrel 

neuron—but there was also no significant correlation between neuronal 

density (a proxy for the inverse of neuronal size) and the average energy 

cost per neuron in the brain structures (figure 9.10). Larger neurons did not 

cost more energy.

That was a huge blow to the theory that larger neurons were accompa-

nied by more glial cells because they required more energy: the higher  

glia/neuron ratio that accompanied larger neurons in any brain structure, 

Figure 9.10
Average energy cost per neuron in the brain (in micromoles of glucose per neuron 

per minute) varies little across mouse, rat, squirrel (filled circles), macaque, baboon, 

and human (open circles) and, most important, with no obvious correlation  

with average neuronal density in the brain: larger neurons (at lower neuronal  

densities) do not use more glucose per minute than smaller ones (at higher neuronal 

densities).
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in any species, could not be related to an increased need for metabolic 

support. 

Most important, because the average energy cost per neuron varied little 

across species, the total energy cost of each brain turned out to scale as a 

simple, almost perfectly linear function of the total number of neurons in 

the brain across primates and rodents alike, as seen in figure 9.11—despite 

the different scaling rules that related number of neurons to brain mass 

across those groups. The more neurons in a brain, the more energy that 

brain costs, as a simple proportionality.

This simple proportionality is illustrated by the fact that a mouse brain, 

with 71 million neurons, costs 0.37 micromole of glucose per minute; a 

macaque brain, with nearly 100 times as many neurons (6.4 billion), costs 

nearly 100 times as much glucose per minute (31.4 micromoles); and the 

human brain, with just over 1,200 times as many neurons as a mouse brain, 

costs just over 1,200 times as much glucose as a mouse brain: 497.9 micro-

moles per minute. Over a full day, the 71 million neurons in a mouse brain 
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Figure 9.11
Total energy cost of the brain (in micromoles of glucose per minute) scales as a single 

linear function across mouse, rat, squirrel (filled circles), macaque, baboon, and hu-

man (open circles). That is, the more neurons in a brain, the more energy it costs, in 

a simple proportion.
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mechanism that keeps the total number of excitatory synapses and their 

energy cost in check. New synapses are added to the brain throughout life—

but necessarily at the cost of giving up synapses elsewhere. As a result, 

learning continues to be possible throughout the lifespan.

So Why Is the Human Brain So Expensive?

Knowing the number of neurons in different brains provided, for the first 

time, a simple, straightforward answer to the question of why the human 

brain costs so much energy: because it has so many neurons. Most impor-

tant, at an average cost of 5.79 × 10–9 micromole of glucose per neuron per 

minute in rodents and primates alike, the human brain costs exactly as 

much as it would be expected to cost. Our brain turns out to be neither 

special nor extraordinary in its energy requirement.

The average energy cost per neuron that I found to apply equally across 

rodents and primates allows the overall metabolic cost of other mamma-

lian brains to be inferred from their numbers of neurons, using the 

Table 9.1 
Energy cost of mammal brains compared across species 

Number of neurons Total glucose use 

per day (g/day)

Total caloric cost 

per day (kCal/day)

1 million 0.0015 0.006
10 million 0.015 0.060
 Smoky shrew, 36 million 0.05 0.2
 Mouse, 71 million 0.11 0.4
100 million 0.15 0.6
 Rat, 200 million 0.30 1.2
 Marmoset, 636 million 1.0 3.8
 Agouti, 795 million 1.2 4.8
1 billion 1.5 6.0
 Owl monkey, 1.5 billion 2.2 9.0
 Capybara, 1.5 billion 2.2 9.0
 Macaque, 6.4 billion 9.6 38
10 billion 15 60
 Baboon, 11 billion 16 66
 Orangutan, 30 billion 45.02 180
 Human, 86 billion 129 516
100 billion 150 600
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much energy for a rodent as for a primate, the brain of a primate is more 

expensive compared to a nonprimate brain simply because it has more 

neurons.

And within primates, the human brain is the one with the largest abso-

lute metabolic cost simply because it has the most neurons. We found that 

the absolute energy cost of the brain grew linearly with the energy cost  

of the body in primates (as a power function with the exponent 1.0) but 

sublinearly with the energy cost of the body in nonprimates (as a power 

function with the exponent +0.6; figure 9.12). As a consequence, the rela-

tive metabolic cost of the brain, though it varied quite a bit, did not vary 

systematically with body mass across primate species, but it became  

progressively lower as body mass increased across nonprimate species  

(figure 9.13). And, as it turns out, the human brain does not have the 

highest relative energy cost: that honor goes to the tiny squirrel monkey’s 
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Figure 9.12
Total daily energy cost of the brain (in kilocalories), predicted to vary across species 

as a simple, linear function of the total number of neurons in the brain (at an average 

cost of 6 kilocalories per billion neurons per day), scales as different functions of the 

daily energy cost of the body (also in kilocalories) across primates (triangles; with the 

exponent +1.0, that is, linearly) and nonprimates (squares, open and filled circles; 

with the exponent +0.6).
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170  Chapter 9

brain, which, with a particularly high number of neurons in the cerebral 

cortex, consumes an estimated 31.2 percent of the daily energy used by 

the monkey’s entire body, as compared to the human brain’s estimated 

relative energy cost of 30 percent, given a 70-kilogram (155-pound) body 

that consumes 1,700 kilocalories per day.

It becomes clear that brain metabolism is not related to whole body 

metabolism in any single determining way: any apparent relationship 

might be coincidental and dependent on the rate with which brain size 

scales as a function of its number of neurons, which we have shown to 

vary across mammalian orders. Primates, whose brain evolved with eco-

nomical neuronal scaling rules, have a large number of brain neurons for 

a given body size, and their brains are accordingly expected to have a 

higher relative metabolic cost than the brains of other mammals, such as 

rodents, which have a smaller number of neurons for the same body or 

brain size.
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Figure 9.13
Relative daily energy cost of the brain, expressed as a percentage of the daily energy 

cost of the body (in kilocalories), becomes lower with increasing body mass across 

nonprimates (squares, open and filled circles), but varies nonsystematically across 

primates (triangles)—and is predicted to be even higher in the squirrel monkey than 

in the human.
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178  Chapter 10

took in any more, adult primates would keep getting fatter and fatter, which 

is not the case; indeed, wild primates are usually fairly lean. If they took in 

any less, they would lose weight and be chronically famished, which is also 

not the case for healthy primates in the wild. With that reasoning, we could 

assume that the kilocalories obtained by so many hours of foraging and 

feeding were, on average, just enough to meet their total energy require-

ments. We could then divide the daily total estimated energy cost of each 

species by the number of hours spent foraging and feeding per day, and so 

obtain an estimate of the number of kilocalories that each species took in 

per hour spent foraging and feeding.

Karina found that this amount, the rate of caloric intake, varied from 

as little as 9 to 10 kilocalories per hour in small primates such as the mar-

moset and owl monkey to as much as 202 kilocalories per hour in the 

orangutan and 335 kilocalories per hour in the gorilla. As shown in figure 

10.1, there was a positive correlation between body mass and hourly 
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Figure 10.1
Larger primates have an increasing capacity for caloric intake (in kilocalories per 

hour spent foraging and feeding). However, the hourly caloric intake scales with 

body mass raised to the power of 0.53 (with dashed lines indicating the 95 percent 

confidence interval for the scaling function), more slowly than the energy cost of the 

body, which scales with body mass raised to the power of 0.75.
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180  Chapter 10

energy used—and that we found to happen at around 120 kilograms (265 

pounds). That this body mass is not enormous but reasonably close to the 

typical weight of a non–alpha male silverback gorilla in the wild is highly 

significant: there is a limit to body mass imposed by caloric availability, and 

gorillas live not too far below that limit. Becoming a larger alpha male sil-

verback requires an extra effort to find food—but, then again, one of the 

perks of being an alpha gorilla is getting food from the dominated peers, so 

in the end, it pays off to become large.

Brains or Brawn

We hadn’t even considered the particular cost of larger numbers of neu-

rons, and we had already run into a meaningful energy limit to how large 

primate bodies could be. What if we now focused on that particular cost? 

Since we knew the mass of the brain of each species, we could subtract it 

Figure 10.2
Larger primates spend more hours per day foraging and feeding. Although the num-

ber of hours per day they spend in these activities scales slowly, with body mass 

raised to the power of 0.22, the large range of primate body sizes is enough to in-

crease the required number of hours spent amassing kilocalories from less than 2 to 

almost 8 hours per day.
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182  Chapter 10

10.3), but that, past a certain point, increasing the mass of the body came 

at a cost: either foraging and feeding for longer hours (that is, jumping the 

curves in figure 10.3), or, if that wasn’t possible, then giving up numbers of 

brain neurons.

And this is a steep and physiologically relevant trade-off, one that 

becomes even more clear when considering the maximal number of neu-

rons that are sustainable on a given number of hours per day spent amass-

ing kilocalories, and the maximum possible body mass to still be able to 

afford that many neurons, as in the combinations shown below. For exam-

ple, eating for 8 hours affords a primate a maximum of 53 billion neurons, 
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Figure 10.3
Shaded zones for each curve indicate the viable combinations of number of brain 

neurons and body mass that can be sustained for a given number of hours per day 

spent foraging and feeding (h). The downward slopes to the right of each curve indi-

cate a trade-off: past a maximum number of brain neurons, body mass can increase 

only at the expense of the number of neurons; by the same token, the number of 

neurons at the limit of the curves can increase only at the expense of body mass.
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no more—and in this case, at the cost of limiting body mass to no more 

than 25 kilograms (55 pounds). Increasing the size of the body while still 

foraging and feeding for the same 8 hours per day, according to our calcula-

tions, was possible, but only at the cost of giving up brain neurons, so that 

the maximal number of neurons affordable decreases with increasing body 

mass, as shown below.

30 B neurons
45 B neurons

53 B neurons

12 B neurons

not viable

25 kg

50 kg

75 kg
100 kg
150 kg

Past a certain point, too large a body costs more energy than it can 

obtain through foraging and feeding for a certain number of hours per 

day—never mind the extra cost that neurons would have. But too many 

neurons are also not affordable even for midsized bodies. For a 75-kilogram 

(165-pound) primate, 30 billion neurons is the limit we calculated. Gorillas 

and orangutans, with their 33 billion neurons and body mass in the 

50–100-kilogram (110–220-pound) zone, are therefore at the limit of num-

ber of brain neurons and body mass for a primate that forages and feeds an 

average of 8 hours per day. The calories they amass could certainly go 

toward supporting a larger number of neurons—but only if their body mass 

were smaller. For their actual body mass, they just don’t ingest enough calo-

ries to afford a larger number of neurons. Other, smaller primates could 

easily spend more hours per day foraging and feeding, if they needed to, 

and could afford more neurons over generations, and that must have hap-

pened indeed, for there has been a trend toward increased brain and body 

sizes in the last several dozen million years of primate evolution.

But not anymore once the body had become so large in primate evolu-

tion that it required a dangerously large number of kilocalories per day. The 
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188  Chapter 11

twice more neurons. Compared to that of great apes, our evolutionary his-

tory indeed seems extraordinary: an oddity that singles us out.

Just providing the energy for tripling the number of neurons in the brain 

of Homo would, by our and others’ accounts,2 have required a solid 9 to 10 

hours of foraging and feeding per day on a typical primate diet such as that 

of the great apes, which simply isn’t something a great ape can do. Gorillas 

and orangutans lose weight when foraging and feeding for 7.5 hours per 

day during months of low fruit availability. Our ancestors wouldn’t have 

lasted very long if they had to spend an extra two full hours foraging and 

feeding per day just for basic sustenance. And if our ancestors couldn’t get 

enough food from their primate diets, we shouldn’t be here. Whatever 

changed that allowed the brains of Homo, and of Homo alone, to increase so 

much, so fast, must have been something that made that energetic con-

straint be a constraint no more.

More Calories in Less Time

There are four ways to work around an energetic constraint to the number 

of neurons in the brain: (1) decrease the size of the body; (2) decrease  
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Figure 11.1
Rapid increase of brain mass in the Homo lineage in the last 1.5 million years, but not 

in the lineages that led to modern great apes.
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Thank Cooking for Your Neurons  191

time—is well known to us, and there is good and still-growing evidence in 

the fossil record that it was indeed used by our ancestors as early as 1 or 

even 1.5 million years ago,5 just at the time the brain size of humans started 

to increase rapidly, as illustrated in figure 11.1. It is the transformation of 

foodstuffs—predigestion outside of the body, really, before food reaches the 

mouth—that goes by the name of “cooking.”

Cutting, bashing, crushing, and otherwise tenderizing foods prior to 

chewing are also “cooking” in the looser sense of preparing foodstuffs as 

opposed to eating them as is.6 Cooking in this looser sense is something 

early Homo and even their hunter-gather ancestors already did as far 

back as 4 million years ago, with their flint stone tools—and something 

the ancestors of great apes never did. Modern-like hands capable of preci-

sion grips, which facilitate handling tools and using them to process 

food, are unambiguously evident by 2 million years ago7 (which got that 

particular Homo the name habilis). Hunter-gatherers had probably, there-

fore, already cut themselves some slack in what regarded the time required 

to ingest enough calories, thus freeing up time to do more interesting 

things with the extra brain neurons they could now afford, such as 

Figure 11.2
Rapid increase of brain mass in the Homo lineage in the last 1.5 million years coin-

cides with the invention of cooking, probably by Homo erectus.
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202  Chapter 12

dangerously let alone prohibitively expensive, so the addition of new 

materials to the human toolkit seems to have fostered the addition of still 

other materials in greater and greater numbers—but only after agriculture 

created a demand for new solutions. Modern humans have been around 

for 200,000 years, but it was only 10,000 years ago, after the Ice Age 

(from 110,000 to 11,700 years ago) had finally ended, that agriculture 

was invented—and with it emerged a whole new world of possibilities to 
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Figure 12.1
Total number of materials (of the first ninety that come to mind) available to hu-

mans or developed by humans over time.* Notice that with the advent of agriculture, 

10,000 years ago, the number of materials available started to increase rapidly—just 

as brain mass did around 1.5 million years ago.

*From oldest to most recent: stone, fire, obsidian, wood, bone, ceramics, copper, 

plaster, bronze, asphalt, cotton fabric, silk, gold, silver, graphite, glass, terracotta, 

parchment, papyrus, iron, latex rubber, wool, ivory, steel, pewter, marble, concrete, 

alum salts, paper, blown glass, naphtha, coke (fuel), petroleum oil, porcelain, gun-

powder, dental amalgam, glass lenses, mirrors, molten glass, Portland cement, tung-

sten, ,cardboard, aluminum, sheet glass, creosote, rubber, kerosene, vinyl, tanned 

leather, plastic, TNT, dynamite, gasoline, celluloid, asphalt concrete, PVC, photovol-

taic cells, dental ceramics, silicon carbide, silicone, bulletproof glass, cellophane, 

Bakelite, stainless steel, Pyrex, metal foam, hiduminium alloy, neoprene, polysty-

rene, Plexiglas, nylon, aerogel, guncotton, titanium, Teflon, PET, synthetic dia-

monds, Styrofoam, ANFO, carbon fibers, Lycra, graphene, Kevlar, liquid crystals, 

optical fibers, Twaron, fullerene, SEAgel.
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… But Plenty of Neurons Aren’t Enough  205

developed porcelain and gunpowder, the development of new materials by 

humanity came to a halt around 1,000 years ago, only to start up again, 

slowly, some 600 years later, with the invention of glass lenses, molten 

glass, and mirrors, and then once more around 150 years ago, with inven-

tion of cardboard, the first polymers (such as celluloid), Portland cement 

and asphalt concrete, and then again some 80 years ago, with the second 

generation of polymers (nylon, polystyrene), Pyrex and Plexiglas, and new 

metallic alloys.

Why, around 1,000 years ago, was having agriculture and new materials 

to work with suddenly no longer enough to foster the appearance of ever 

more new materials? What happened between 2,000 years and 300 years 

ago that could have had put such a powerful brake on progress in the devel-

opment of new materials? It was a period of our history aptly described by 

two words: “Dark Ages.”
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Figure 12.2
There is a gap in the number of materials (of the first ninety that come to mind) 

newly available to humans or developed by humans around 1,000 years ago—but 

starting some 400 years ago, new materials once again became available rapidly. Al-

though this involves only the first ninety materials I could think of, it shows an im-

portant difference in their dates of creation: The history of development of new 

materials has not been a linear, progressive one.‡

‡Stuff Matters, a delightful book by Mark Miodownik (2014), explores in much great-

er detail the influence that materials have had in human history.
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